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Muon capture by protons (1) has been studied with a gaseous hydrogen target in the muon beam of 
the JINR synchrocyc1otron. 278±33 events of this type were recorded. The measured capture rale is 
A~:"t = 686± 88 sec ~ I. The result agrees with the predictions of the universal four-fermion interaction 
theory and definitely favors the- V -A variant of this theory. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Experimental study of the capture of muons by pro
tons 

(1) 

presents substantial interest in weak-interaction 
physics. According to the theory of the universal four
fermion interaction, weak processes, including /l cap
ture, {3 decay 

and muon decay 

should be described identically by a mixture of vector 
(V) and axial (A) interactions with ''bare'' coupling 
constants equal in magnitude and opposite in sign, 
gv = -gAo Verification of this statement would have 
fundamental importance. 

The participation of strongly interacting particles 
in processes (1) and (2) leads, on the one hand, to re
normalization of the coupling constants (it actually 

(2 ) 

(3) 

turns out that only the axial constant is renormalized, 
so that d. = -1.23 g~) and, on the other hand, to ap
pearance of induced interactions: "weak magnetism" and 
an "induced pseudoscalar" interaction with coupling con
stants gM and gpo In view of the fact that substantially 
more energy is released in process (1) than in process 
(2), the contribution of induced interactions in Jl capture 
becomes significant and should appreciably affect the 
probability of absorption of the muon by a proton. 

Up to the present time the task of experimentally 
verifying the ideas of the current theory of /l capture 
by a proton cannot be considered completed, as a result 
of the great difficulties in studying this process in hy
drogen. At the same time the use of data on /l capture 
in complex nuclei for determination of the constants of 
the elementary process (1) is extremely unsatisfactory 
because of the inaccurate knowledge of the nuclear wave 
functions_ 

The basic results of calculations of the rate A~~pt 
of muon capture from a state of the hydrogen mesic 
atom are contained in refs. 1-3. We note that the 
capture rate from the triplet state of the P/l atom is 
very small and amounts to 

A~:pt(F=1) =12 sec-1 (4) 

(here F is the total spin of the P/l atom). According to 
the most complete theoretical study[3) the value Ag~pt 
(F=O)is 
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A~~Pt(F=O)=654sec-1; (5) 

it is given in Table 1. It should be emphasized that this 
rate is about 700 times less than the rate Ao = 4_55 
X 10 5 sec-1 of decay of the muon, which is the main 
channel for loss of the muon in the P/l atom. This low 
probability for process (1) in hydrogen substantially 
hinders investigation of the process. 

Because of the great experimental difficulties, the 
first experiments on measurement of the reaction (1) 
rate were carried out with liquid hydrogen. The results 
of these experiments are shown in Table I. It is im
portant that in liquid hydrogen capture occurs prefer
entially from a state of the mesic molecular ion (PP/l r, 
since the rate App of formation of this system under 
conditions of higb ~ydrogen denSity is several times 
greater than the rate of muon decay.[9-11) The rate 
A~~~t of muon capture in the (pp/lr system can be 
expressed [1, 12) in terms of the capture rate in the P/l 
atom: 

(I.) 
+(l-'/,s)J.~~pt(F= I) J. 

Here y and ~ are mesic molecular parameters associ
ated with overlap of the proton and muon wave functions 
and with the relati ve orientation of the spins of these 
particles. Values of the capture rate in liquid hydrogen 
calculated with inclusion of the latest calculations[2,13) 

TABLE I. Muon capture rate in 
hydrogen 

Experiment I Theory 

Source of ~a!,~, Source of I Acapt, 
data sec data sec-I 

Liquid Hydrogen 

[.) 428±8.J 

I } I') j1(i±22 * [5] 430±.'O 
[.) 461±12 ['] 498±21 • 

Gaseous Hydrogen 

[7) 6:11 ±.-)7 

I 1 I') Present US(i±88 
work f 

'The data were taken from the work 
ofKabir[2) and corrected (by 5%) on the 
basis of the latest results on determina
tion of gA/gV in ~ decay. [8) Kabir's cal
culations[2) took into account that 
under the experimental conditions of refs. 
4 and 5 (bubble chamber) the capture 
occurs partly from a state of the mesic 
atom, while in experiments in which neu
trons are detected with a delay of I ~sec, 
muon capture occurs almost entirely 
from a state of the mesic hydrogen 
molecule. [6) 
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of y and ~ (2y = 1, ~ = 1) are given in the last column 
of Table I. As can be seen, satisfactory agreement is 
observed of the experimental results with the theoreti
cal predictions. It is important, however, to emphasize 
that the very methods of calculating y and ~ are ap
proximate (as referred to three-body problem), which 
leads to an uncertainty in the interpretation of the data 
on iJ. capture in liquid hydrogen. 

In this situation it is extremely urgent to have ex
periments on process (1) under conditions where the 
rate of production of (ppiJ. r is substantially smaller, 
Le., in gaseous hydrogen. It has already been estab
lished [14, 15] that a piJ. atom formed in a statistical mix
ture of spin states (F = 1, 0) rapidly transfers to the 
singlet state (F = 0) as the result of specific mesic
atom processes. The transition time in gaseous hydro
gen is two to three orders of magnitude shorter than 
the lifetime of the piJ. atom, and therefore iJ. capture 
under these conditions occurs practically only from the 
state with F = O. 

At the present time only one paper[7] is known on 
the experimental measurement of the muon capture 
rate in gaseous hydrogen. In view of the importance of 
the problem being studied, we attempted to obtain inde
pendent data for the rate of process (1) in measure
ments carried out by another method. 

2. DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT AND BASIC 
FEATURES OF THE METHOD 

The design of the experiment reduces in principle to 
the following. Muons stop and form mesic atoms in a 
gaseous hydrogen target. Neutrons from capture of 
muons are detected by scintillation counters located 
around the target. Detection of the neutrons is accom
plished in a time gate triggered by the muon stopping 
signal. 

The principal experimental difficulties are due 
mainly to the extremely low probability of the process 
being studied, the low intensity of muon stoppings in 
hydrogen, and consequently the relatively low neutron 
counting rate from iJ. capture in the presence of a large 
background of various processes. In preparation of the 
experiment and the apparatus we strove to provide 
conditions such that the background level would be suf
ficiently small. The main features of the method are 
listed below. 

1. To reduce the accidental-coincidence background, 
the experimental apparatus was placed in a specially 
built laboratory with a low background and in addition 
was surrounded by a water shield. 

2. To remove the "wall effect" -the background of 
neutrons from muon capture in the target walls-muon 
stoppings were identified by means of a scintillator 
located inside the target. 

3. To avoid background from iJ. capture in possible 
impurities contained in the hydrogen, the experiments 
were performed with ultrapure hydrogen obtained by 
means of a specially built apparatus with a palladium 
filter y6] 

4. To discriminate against the y-ray background 
(accidental coincidences and bremsstrahlung from 
electrons produced in muon decay), neutrons and y 
rays were separated on the basis of the pulse shape in 
the scintillator of the neutron detector. 
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5. The complex of experimental apparatus was con
nected to a Minsk-22 computer to provide constant 
monitoring of the state of the equipment during extended 
runs and to obtain information during the operation. 

3. APPARATUS 

A diagram of the main portion of the apparatus (the 
target and the neutron detectors) is shown in Fig. 1. 
The muon beam of the JINR synchrocyclotron was used 
to channel a 130-MeV/c muon beam into the low-back
ground laboratory where the experimental equipment 
was located. The muons were slowed down by an 
absorber 1 and stopped in a gas target. 

The target was a stainless steel vessel 540 mm long 
with an internal diameter of 140 mm and a wall thick
ness of 3 mm. Scintillators of CsI( Tl) were placed in
side the target to identify muon stoppings. One of these 
scintillators was made in the form of a flat-bottomed 
cylindrical vessel with internal diameter 120 mm, 
length 205 mm, and wall thickness 5 mm, and the other 
sCintillator, adjacent to the first, consisted of a 
120 mm in diameter and 250 microns thick. The light 
from the scintillations was carried to photomultipliers 
by means of hollow light pipes 2 and transparent seals. 

Although CsI( Tl) has poorer time resolution proper
ties than plastic scintillators, it was chosen particularly 
for identification of muon stoppings inside the target. 
This choice was dictated by two circumstances. First, 
the muon lifetime in CsI( Tl) is only 0.09 iJ. sec, and 
therefore the background of neutrons from muon cap
ture in this material can be easily discriminated 
against by introduction of a delay in the neutron-detec
tion channel. Second, the level of gas evolution (release 
of absorbed water vapor and other gases) for plastic 
scintillators turned out to be unacceptably high from 
the point of view of preserving the necessary purity of 
the hydrogen. 

To provide the necessary purity of the hydrogen we 
constructed and used a system which included an ap
paratus for diffusion purification of the hydrogen (a 
palladium absorber), vacuum pumps, absorption traps, 
and other elements. A detailed description of this 
equipment has been gi ven previously Y6, 17] Before 
measurements were made in the muon beam the target, 
palladium absorber, and all connecting lines were con-

- -~--
i-==-== 

FIG. I. Diagram of the main part of the experimental equipment 
(gas target and neutron detectors): I) copper absorber, 2) hollow light 
pipe, 3) stilbene crystal, 4) Csl(TI) scintillator, 5) stainless steel body of 
target, 6) plastic scintillator. 
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tinously pumped for seven or eight days to assume an 
acceptably low level of contamination of the hydrogen 
in the target as the result of gas evolution. Our control 
analyses[17] of the hydrogen purity in the target showed 
that the relative content of impurities with Z > 1 was 
no more than lO-s parts by volume, and this degree of 
purity was preserved during the time occupied by the 
series of measurements (about seven days). 

Figure 2 is a block diagram showing the connections 
of the counters and electronic equipment. The technique 
of identifying muon stoppings by means of CsI(TI) 
scintillators has been described in an earlier 
articleYS] The muon stopping signal was a 2345 coin
cidence pulse. The number of these pulses was approx
imately 1.5 times the number of stoppings in the hydro
gen; this excess is due mainly to muon stoppings in the 
scintillator of counter 4. The muon stopping pulse 
(2345) triggered a gate delayed by 1.3 Jl sec and of 
duration 4 Jl sec, during which events recorded by the 
neutron detectors were analyzed. 

The multichannel neutron-detection system has also 
been described previously JIg] The neutron detectors 
were nine scintillation counters with stilbene crystals 
of diameter 70 mm and thickness 30 mm (neutron de
tection was accomplished by means of the recoil pro
tons). The pulses from the neutron-counter outputs 
were fed to the inputs of two blocks of electron circuits. 
One of these, the component separation block (CS), , 
served to separate neutrons and y rays on the basis of 
the shape of the light pulse in the stilbene. This block 
produced two pulses. The height of one of the pulses 
was proportional to the area of the fast component (FC) 
of the scintillator pulse, and the height of the other 
pulse was proportional to the total area of the light 
pulse, i.e., to the partic Ie energy E on an equi valent
electron-energy scale. In the other block two pulses 
were also produced. One of these pulses (n) was a 
logic pulse and indicated that an event had been de
tected in one of the neutron counters; the height of the 
second pulse depended strictly on which counter de
tected the neutron. This pulse therefore characterized 
the number of the detector (No.) and was used to per
form an analysis of the data separately for each detec
tor. The spectrometric signals FC, E, and No. were 
fed to the inputs of a multidimensional pulse-height 
analyzer (MPA).[20j The fourth parameter in the 
multidimensional analysis was the time T of detection 
relative to the time of the muon stopping, measured for 
the logic signal n by means of a time-to-pulse-height 
converter (T - A). 

Analysis of the events recorded by the neutron detec
tors was permitted by the logic only under the following 
conditions: 
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FIG. 2. Block diagram 
showing connection of the 
counters and electronic equip
ment (here CC are coincidence 
circuits, N is the neutron 
counter, and the remaining 
designations are given in the 
text). 
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a) No second muon is detected by counter 1 in a 
period 6 /1 sec before and 6 Jl sec after the stopping 
signal. This condition is introduced to discriminate 
against accidental-coincidence background due to the 
muon beam. 

b) In the same time interval there were no "fast" 
coincidences (with a resolving time "" 1 Jl sec) for the 
pulses of counter 1 and the n pulses. This condition 
assured discrimination against the background due to 
muon stoppings in the neutron-detector scintillators. 

c) No more than one event was detected in a single 
triggering of the gate. 

d) Events involving simultaneous detection by two 
or more neutron detectors were not analyzed. 

e) No pulses were recorded in the anticoincidence 
counter 5 in the time interval of ±6 Jl sec. This condi
tion resulted in a substantial reduction of the acci
dental-coincidence background as the result of exclusion 
of gates due to detection of electrons from muon decay. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

In all of the runs the coincidence counting rate for 
the monitor counters 2 and 3 was about 104 per second 
and for 234 coincidences about 103 per second. The 
hydrogen pressure in the target was set at 41 atm, and 
the number of muon stoppings in the gas was about 30 
per second. The number of stoppings was determined 
by measurement of the yield of electrons in "electron" 
runs in which the blocking of triggers by the counter-5 
channel was removed. In these runs counter 5 was 
used only to detect 2345 anticoincidences. 

Table II gives the values of the detection efficiencies 
for neutrons (c: n) and electrons (Ee) by the neutron 
detectors. For electrons these values are given per 
muon decay in hydrogen, and for neutrons--per capture. 
Approximate values of the contribution of various fac
tors to the efficiencies are given in the same table. 
The values of En and Ee were calculated by the Monte 
Carlo method on a BESM-6 computer. The calculations 
speCified the spatial distribution of muon stoppings in 
the target volume as measured by us and the detector 
geometry, and also took into account the interaction of 
neutrons and electrons with the material of the target 
walls. The efficiency for neutron detection in stilbene 
was checked experimentally with an accuracy of 3-5% 
in experiments carried out in the EG-5 electrostatic 
generator at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. 
The two-deuteron fusion reaction was used as a source 
of monochromatic neutrons, 

d+d-+ He'+n. (7 ) 

Monitoring was accomplished by use of a semiconductor 

T ABLE II. Detection efficiency for neutrons and electrons by 
the neutron detectors 

Parameter 

Solid angle 
Time gate factor 
Interaction efficiency in stilbene 

Wall traversal coefficient 

Threshold factor in pulse-height 
spectrum 

Final efficiency value € 

V. M. Bystritskir et al. 

Neutrons Electrons 

n.~) 0.2;, 
O.tltj {Uti 
11.IK 1.00 

n.no 0.71 

0.'12 0.D2 
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detector to record protons from the second channel of 
this reaction, 

d+d-t+p. 

The energy thresholds in our experiments were 

(8) 

0.78 MeV for neutron detection and 0.4 MeV for elec
tron detection (on an equivalent-electron-energy scale). 
Under these conditions the rate of collection of the de
sired events from muon capture in hydrogen was about 
one event per hour. 

We will consider questions relat,9d to the background 
level in our experiments. 

A. Accidental coincidences 

The blocking in the case of two muons (section 3, 
condition a) discriminates against the accidental-coinci
dence background due to capture of muons in the ab
sorber, target walls, or scintillators. This background 
is almost entirely due to neutrons produced as the re
sult of interaction of the accelerator proton beam with 
matter and penetrating through the shielding walls to 
the location of the experimental equipment. The results 
of measurements with an evacuated target and with a 
target filled with xenon show that accidental coinci
dences amount to ::::040% of the total neutron counting 
rate in the experiments with hydrogen. 

B. Spurious triggers from muon stoppings in the 
scintillators 

The spurious triggerings are those which are not 
due to muon stoppings in the hydrogen. 1:1 view of the 
fact that the muon lifetime in CsI( Tl) is ~O .09 Il sec, 
introduction of the 1.3-1l sec delay in the triggering of 
the neutron gates results in suppression of the back
ground of neutrons from capture of muons in the scin
tillators of counters 4 and [) by a factor s 10-6 , i.e., to 
a negligible level. 

The background ariSing from muon capture in the 
scintillators of the neutron detectors cannot be dis
criminated against on the basis of time, since the muon 
lifetime in stilbene is ""2 Ilsec. This background can 
be important, since the probability of capture in stil
bene is two orders of magnitude greater than the prob
ability of capture in hydrogen, and detection of the cap
ture products occurs under conditions of a 100% solid 
angle. However, the appearance of spurious triggers 
from stopping of a muon outside the target is extremely 
unlikely because of the low accidental-coincidence rate 
in the 2345 count. In addition, these triggers from muon 
stoppings in the stilbene are further suppressed by 
blocking in the case of (1, n) coincidences. In order to 
determine the fraction of muons which stopped in the 
scintillators of the neutron counters, we measured the 
yield of electrons in experiments with an evacuated 
target and with the blocking on the basis of (1, n) coin
cidences turned off. The results of these measurements 
show that the contribution of background from capture 
of muons in stilbene was less than 1% compared to cap
ture in hydrogen. 

C. Background from muon capture in possible impurities 
in the hydrogen 

We have already noted that the impurity content in 
the hydrogen in our experiments was less than 10-8 • 

The transfer rate AtC,o from the Pll atom to such 
rans 
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nuclei as C and 0 iS l21J i:::J 5 X 10-9 sec-1 (recalculated 
to the density of liquid hydrogen), and therefore the 
relati ve number of mesic atoms Cil and Oil formed as 
the result of such transfer turns out to be less than 
5 x 10-5 under our experimental conditions. If the dis
tance (about 100 times) in the muon capture probabili
ties in hydrogen and in C and 0 is taken into account, 
the contribution of background from capture in impuri
ties should be less than 0.5%. 

The deuterium content in the hydrogen was (1.5 
± 0.5) x 10-6 • Since the rate of muon transfer into deu
terium is of the order [9,22,23J of 10 10 sec-1 (for the 
denSity of liquid hydrogen), the relative number of dll 
atoms formed was less than 0.15%. 

D. Background from diffusion of p~ atoms to the' 
target walls 

This background arises as the result of the following 
sequence of processes. Pll atoms diffusing in hydrogen 
reach the inner surface of the CsI scintillators (which 
are essentially the walls of the target). Muons are 
transferred from the Pll atoms to the nuclei of the 
scintillator materials and then are captured by these 
nuclei with emission of neutrons. The contribution of 
this background can be important, since the probability 
of muon capture in CsI is close to unity. 

In order to obtain data on the fraction (Q Pll) of Pll 
atoms which reach the walls and also on the distribu
tion in time of diffusion to the walls, we carried out 
calculations of the diffusion of Pll atoms in a computer 
by the Monte Carlo method. The calculations were 
based on the same assumptions as in ref. 15. The value 
of 01 Pll calculated by computer (for the cross section 
for elastic scattering of Pll atoms by protons found in 
ref. 15) turned out to be 

a p .=9.9 ·10-". (9 ) 

If we use the data of refs. 24 on the yields and spec
tra of neutrons from Il capture in the region of nuclei 
near cesium and iodine and use the computer results 
for 01 Pll and also for the form of the distribution in dif
fusion time, we obtain for the relative contribution of 
the background from diffusion a value of the order 
20-30%. In view of the fact that this contribution turns 
out to be so significant, we undertook special experi
ments to determine it. 

E. Background from (-y, n) and (-y, p) reactions in stilbene 

This background arises as the result of interaction 
of bremsstrahlung photons, emitted by electrons from 
muon decay, with carbon nuclei in the material of the 
neutron-detector scintillators. Estimates based on 
known data on photonuclear cross sections[25J show 
that this background can amount to 10-20% of the ef
fect. 

It is important that this background depends on the 
degree of discrimination achieved by means of counter 
5 for those electrons which fall in the solid angle of the 
neutron detectors. This fact is also used to determine 
this background. 

5. EXPOSURE IN THE MUON BEAM. SELECTION OF 
NEUTRON EVENTS 

A total of four main experimental runs of length 
about 150 hours each were made in the muon beam. In 
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each run, in addition to measurements with hydrogen, 
we measured the accidental-coincidence background in 
experiments with an evacuated target and with a target 
filled with xenon. The "neutron" measurements were 
periodically alternated with "electron" measurements 
in which the blocking by counter 5 was removed. Every 
8-10 hours calibration measurements were made with 
y sources and a Po-Be source. Some data which char
acterize the measurements under various conditions 
are shown in Table III. 

Analysis of the experimental data was carried out 
directly during the runs by means of a Minsk-22 com
puter. Periodically every few hours the collection of 
data consisting of coded four-dimensional coordinates 
(FC, E, No., T) of the events were transferred to the 
computer and processed. The analysis in the computer 
was for the purpose of monitoring the state of the ap
paratus and selection of neutron events. For this pur
pose an ATsPU printer was used to extract one-dimen
sional amplitude spectra in E, No., and T. The parame
ters of these spectra were printed and two-dimensional 
distributions in the coordinate plane (FC, E) were 
constructed.2 ) The analysis process automatically de
termined by the method of least squares the parameters 
of the relativistic and nonrelati vistic regions in the two
dimensional distributions and also the parameters of 
the line separating these regions. Figure 3 shows such 
a two-dimensional distribution measured for a Po-Be 
source. The points in this figure show the lines of the 
centers of gravity of the two regions and the line of 
separation. Figure 4 shows the same kind of distribu
tion obtained in measurements of hydrogen. 

Events belonging to the nonrelati vistic region in the 
two-dimensional distributions were classified as neu
tron events, and those belonging to the relativistic 
region-as electron events. The total numbers of events 
obtained under various experimental conditions are 
given in Table III. The numbers of neutron events are 
given for the energy range 0.78-3.00 MeV, and the 
numbers of electron events for electron-energy values 
greater than 0.4 MeV. The nature of the electron pulse
height distribution is such that the number of events in 
the energy region 0.78-3.00 MeV is several times 
smaller than the total number of events. As a result 
the ratio of intensities of the electron and neutron 
regions for this energy range is ~10. Since the inef
ficiency in separation of neutrons and electrons[19] is 
no poorer than 10-3, the background of y rays (electrons) 
resulting from incomplete separation was no more than 
1%. We determined the size of this background on the 
basis of the number of events lying near the line of 
separation of the two regions (±1 space on the printer) 
in the electron measurements and from the ratio of 
intensities of electron events in the two measurement 
modes-with an without blocking by counter 5. 

6. EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE THE BACKGROUND 
FROM DIFFUSION OF pp. ATOMS 

In order to determine the background from diffusion 
of Pll atoms, we undertook special experiments. The 
procedure for finding the background was as follows: 

a) In experiments with hydrogen and pure helium we 
measured the yields of delayed y rays. The difference 
in these yields, normalized to the number of muon stop
pings, was interpreted as the field n~ of y rays (mainly 
mesic x radiation) ariSing in CsI( Tl) as the result of 
diffusion of Pll atoms. 
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b) We measured the ratio (1) y l1)n)csI of the yields 
of y rays and neutrons arising in formation of mesic 
atoms of cesium and iodine and the subsequent capture 
of the muon in these mesic atoms. 

c) The background lid of neutrons from diffUSion, 
normalized to the number of stoppings, was determined 
as 

(10) 

Detection of y rays was. accomplished by means of a 
scintillation counter with a Nal( Tl) crystal, connected 
instead of one of the neutron detectors. The scintillator 
dimensions were 150 x 100 mm and the range of y-ray 
energies measured was chosen from 1.5 to 7 MeV (the 
energy of the KQ line of mesic x rays for iodine is 
""4 MeV). 
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FIG. 3. Two-dimensional distribution (FC, E) obtained in calibra
tion measurements with a Po-Be source for one of the neutron detec
tors. The abscissa is the channel number corresponding to the height of 
the FC pulse, and the ordinate is the channel number corresponding to 
the height of the signal E or equivalent electron energy. The points show 
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the series of measurements with hydrogen. The location of the lines of 
the centers of gravity of the regions and the line of their separation are 
not shown. 

The ratio 1Jy/1Jn was determined in measurements 
with a mixture of hydrogen and xenon with a relative 
xenon concentration of 3 x·1O-5 • Use of a mixture of 
these gases with this concentration is dictated by the 
following considerations. First, under these conditions 
intensive transfer of muons occurs from Pll atoms to 
xenon. The relative number of Xell atoms formed as 
the result of transfer is large (under our conditions 
0.4) and therefore the yields of mesic x rays from Xell 
mesic atoms and of neutrons from muon capture in 
these mesic atoms can be measured with high accuracy, 
Second, xenon has an atomic number (ZXe = 54) lying 
between iodine (ZI = 53) and cesium (ZCs = 55) and 
therefore the ratios of the y-ray and neutron yields for 
these three elements should be about the same. (It is 
known that the energies of the Ka line of the mesic x 
rays for mesic atoms of these elements differ by no 
more than 3% (see, for example, ref. 26), and the yields 
and neutron spectra from Il capture in iodine, xenon, 
and cesium nuclei are practically identical.(24 1) 

When these facts are taken into account, 

(11) 

where Ke:eom is a factor taking into account the differ
ence in the ratios of the detection efficiencies for neu
trons and y rays under the conditions of "volume" 
(H + Xe) and "wall" (CsI) geometry. The value of 
Kgeom calculated by computer is 0.93. Here the ac
curacy with which Eq. (11) is satisfied, according to 
our estimates, is 5% or better. 

The results of the experiments to determine the 
background from diffusion of Pll atoms 3 ) are given in 
Table IV. The number of muon stoppillgs NJJ. was de-
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TABLE IV. Data of experiments 
to determine background from 
diffusion 

Target ftlling 

Quantity 
H H + Xe 

N.·to-< I 5.07 1.60 
'1,·10' 31±8 I020±34 
'1,/'1" 6.8±1.0 

termined by measurement of the electron yield and by 
use of the detection efficiency Ee given in Table II. The 
y-ray yields are the experimental values after subtrac
tion of the normalized background. This background 
(accidental coincidences and electron bremsstrahlung) 
was determined in special experiments with a target 
filled with pure helium. 

Using the data of Table IV for 1J~ and 1J y! 1Jn to
gether with Eqs. (10) and (11), we fwd the value of the 
background from diffUSion, normalized to the number 
of muon stoppings. This value, multiplied by the total 
number of muon stoppings recorded in the neutron runs 
with hydrogen, is given in the third line of Table V. 

7. ANAL YSIS OF NEUTRON EVENTS 

Data illustrating the analysis of the neutron events 
are given in Table V. For the purpose of separating the 
background (accidental coincidences and diffusion) the 
time distribution obtained for all 685 events was ap
proximated by the following function: 

dN n/dt=Ae-'.'+B<p(t) +C, (12 ) 

where <p (t) is the time dependence calculated by com
puter for neutrons arising from diffusion of Pll atoms to 
the walls, and C is the accidental coincidence level. In 
analysis of the time distribution we used the data which 
are given in the first three lines of Table V. The ex
perimentally determined distribution is given in Fig. 5. 
In this figure the solid curve 1 corresponds to a func
tion of the form of Eq. (12) with parameters determined 
by computer. The dashed lines 3 and 2 correspond to the 
accidental-coincidence level and an exponential with an 
argument -Aot. It was found from a / analysis of the 
time distribution that the number of events belonging to 
the exponential with argument -Aot is 323 ± 32. This 
number includes both events from capture in hydrogen 
and background events arising as the result of photo
nuclear reactions in stilbene from bremsstrahlung pho
tons. 

To determine the background from photonuclear re
actions we used the measured numbers of neutron events 
in the electron runs with hydrogen. From this number, 
on the basis of the data obtained in the neutron runs, we 
subtracted events due to muon capture in hydrogen, 
accidental coincidences, and diffusion of Pll atoms. 
The ratio of the difference obtained in this way to the 
number of muon stoppings recorded in the electron runs 
was interpretea as the yield of neutron events 1J ~(Y, n) 
produced by (Y, n) and (Y, p) reactions in stilbene. For 
the neutron runs the yield found in this way was de
creased by a number of times equal to the degree of 
discrimination against electrons 4 ): 

'1~eutr (y, n);:::: '1; (y, n) [1- 8,(5)]; (13) 

here Ee( 5) is the efficiency of detection by counter 5 of 
those electrons which fall in the solid angle of the neu
tron detectors. From the data given in Table III and 
Eq. (13) it was found that the contribution of neutron 
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TABLE V. Interpretation of neutron events 

Parameter 

Total number of events 
Accidental-coincidence level 
Neutrons from diffusion of pj.t atoms 
Neutron background from ("Y, n) and ('Y, p) reactions 
Number of events from muon capture in hydrogen 

'20 

o IL, -......J,.2--":J-~1.,---~~-
Time, ",sec 

FIG. 5. 

Value 

685±27 
66±4.3 ~sec-' 
98±27 
45±6 

278±33 

FIG. 6. 

FIG. 5. Time distribution obtained for neutron events in runs with 
hydrogen. The abscissa is the time from the moment of stopping of the 
muon, and the ordinate is the number of events per interval of 0.433 
Ilsec. 

FIG. 6. Pulse-height spectrum of recoil protons, measured for events 
from capture of muons in hydrogen. The normalized background has 
been subtracted. The abscissa is the proton energy on the scale of the 
equivalent electron energy, and the ordinate is the number of events per 
interval of 0.2 MeV. The arrow indicates the expected location of the 
limiting energy in the proton spectrum for detection of neutrons from 
reaction (1 ). 

events from photonuclear reactions in stilbene is 
45 ± 6. 

The final number of events due to capture of muons 
in hydrogen is given in the last line of Table Y. The 
recoil-proton pulse-height spectrum obtained for events 
from capture in hydrogen is given in Fig. 6. The smooth 
curve in this figure corresponds to the computer-cal
culated normalized pulse-height distribution of neutrons 
from process (1). 

8. DETERMINATION OF MUON CAPTURE RATE IN 
A PIl ATOM. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The muon capture rate in a Pll atom was determined 
by means of the expression 

(14) 

Here Nn = 278 ± 33 is the number of neutron events 
from Il capture in hydrogen. The quantity Ne was de
fined as 

(15) 

where N~ is the number of electron events, after sub
traction of accidental coincidences, recorded in all 
electron runs and Me and Mneutr are the total numbers 
of monitor pulses (23 coincidences) respectively in 
electron and neutron runs. The ratio N~ /Me is the 
experimental electron yield measured in periodically 
repeated electron runs. These values are in good 
statistical agreement for all runs. The value obtained 
for Ne turned out to be (1.863 ± 0.008) x 10 6• 

The detection efficiencies En and Ee are given in 
the last line of Table II. The uncertainties in these 
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values include the statistical errors in the Monte Carlo 
calculations and the errors in the tabulated values of 
the cross sections for interaction of neutrons with 
matter, and also take into account the uncertainty in our 
knowledge of the thresholds in the pulse-height spectra 
of neutrons and electrons. The largest contribution 
(~3%) to the error En is due to the uncertainties in the 
parameters of the expression for the equivalent energy 
of electrons in stilbene as a function of the proton 
energy. 

The parameter p in Eq. (14) takes into account the 
fact that under our conditions Il capture occurs partly 
from the (PPIl r state of the mesic molecular ion. We 
used the averaged data of refs. 9-11 for the (PPIl)' 
formation rate. The value of p was obtained by integra
tion of the expression for the time resolution of neu
trons from capture in (PPIl)' with allowance for Eq. (6). 
It turned out to be p = 0.943. 

The muon capture rate in a Pll atom found by us by 
means of Eq. (14) is 

.pp. -1 
Acapt=686±88 sec (16 ) 

and is given in Table 1. It can be seen that our data are 
in good agreement both with the results of ref. 7 and 
with the theoretical predictions. As is well known, cal
culations of Acapt utilize the coupling constants gy 
and gA found in (3 decay. Therefore the agreement of 
the experimental data on Il capture,in hydrogen with 
the theory confirms the hypothesis of a universal weak 
interaction. 

From the theory it follows that for gy = 0 the rate 
of occurrence of process (1) is ~400 sec-\ and for 
gy = gA it is about 200 sec-I. Comparison of our ex
perimental data with these calculations and also with 
the value (5) for Ag~pt calculated for the V-A variant 
permits two additional important conclusions to be 
drawn: 1) that the vector (Fermi) interaction is present 
in Il capture and 2) that the Y -A variant of the interac
tion is realized in this process. 

We recall that the results on Il capture in complex 
nuclei are not very sensitive to the vector coupling 
constant. 

The closeness of our data and the results of ref. 7 
permits them to be combined, and this leads to the value 

Xc~~t=661±48 sec-I. (17) 

Using the equation obtained by Frazier and Kim [3] for 
Ag~pt, we calculated this quantity for various values of 

the ratios gA/gy and gp/gA' The results of the cal
culations are shown in Fig. 7. The solid curve corre
sponds to the average value (17) and the dashed curves 
to the error corridor for this quantity. Figure 7 also 
shows the theoretical value AP~ t (the point) calculated 
by Frazier and Kim[3] for gAily = -1.23 and for the 
value gp/gA = 7.3 corresponding to the Gell-Mann and 
Levy version[27] of the theory in the so-called hypothe
sis of partially conserved axial current (PCAC). 

If we set gA / gy = -1.23, then the range of allowed 
values for gp /gA follows from Eq. (17): 

(18) 

The theory gives gp / gA "" 7, and the re lati ve spread 
in the values of this quantity calculated in various ver
sions[27,28] of the PCAC hypothesis or from the ordinary 
dispersion relations[29] is about 10%. As can be seen 
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gp/ gA ,----,------, 
12 

8 

FIG. 7. Dependence of gp/gA on 
gA/gv corresponding to the experi
mental data (16), obtained by means 
of the expression for AEfpt given 

by Frazier and Kim[3) The point 
shows the theoretical value of AEfpt 

calculated by Frazier and Kim for gAl 
gy = - 1.23 and for gp/M = 7.3 ob
tained on the basis ofref. 27. 

from Eq. (18), the experimental data at the present 
time do not permit an unambiguous choice to be made 
between the different theoretical models in which gp 
is calculated. 

Analysis of the experimental data for Eq. (17) per
mits us to conclude that they agree with the theoretically 
predicted renormalizability of the weak interaction con
stants for process (1), although the data do not yet per
mit a detailed verification to be made of the nature of 
the dependence of these constants on the momentum 
transfer. 
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I)Institute of High Energy Physics, Serpukhov. 
2)In the two-dimensional (FC, E) distributions, events corresponding to 

detection ofrelativistic particles (-y rays and electrons) and nonrelati
vistic particles (neutrons and protons) were placed in two different 
regions. (19) 

3)On the basis of these data we also determined the cross section for 
elastic scattering of Pl-l atoms by protons, which turned out to agree 
with our earlier measurements of this quantity[ 15) and to exceed by 
more than an order of magnitude the theoretical values. (14) 

4)1t can be shown that Eq. (13) is valid at least w hithin 15 %. 
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